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Abstract-Methods of order two and four are developed for the continuous approximation of the solution 
of a two-point boundary value problem associated with a certain fourth order linear differential equation via 
quintic and sextic sphne functions. Numerical results are summarized for some typical numerical examples 
and compared with some known finite difference methods of the same order. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We shall consider smooth approximation of the solution of the following two-point real 
boundary value problem 
Y’4’+P(x)Y = q(x) > --a!<asxsb<m 
(1.1) 
y(a) -A, = y(b) - A2 = y”(a) - B, = y”(b) - B2 = 0 
where Ai, Bi, i = 1, 2 are finite real constants. The functions p(x), q(x) are continuous on the 
interval[a, b]. The problems of the type (1.1) arise in the plate deflection theory. 
The analytical solution of the differential system (1.1) for arbitrary choices of p(x) and q(x) 
cannot be determined. We resort to discrete variable methods for obtaining an approximate 
solution of the system. Finite difference methods of different orders are developed and 
analysed by the author and others in[l-31 for the numerical approximation of the solution of 
(1.1) over a discrete set of points contained in [a, b] and the performance of these methods is 
compared by two techniques including a modified shooting technique employing a fourth order 
Runge-Kutta method. The author has also proved that the boundary value problem (1.1) has a 
unique solution provided 
i;f p(x) = -7 > [?r/(b - a)14, (see[l]). 
In this report, we consider smooth approximation of y(x) satisfying (1.1) by the use of 
quintic and sextic spline functions. The advantages of this approach are that it approximates 
y(x) by a different spline function in each subinterval, thus providing approximations not only 
for y(x), but also for the derivatives of y(x) at every point of the interval [a, b]. We recall that 
by finite difference methods we approximate y(x) at a finite set of grid points only in [a, b]. For 
a brief introduction on the subject of using spline functions for the treatment of ordinary 
differential equations the reader is referred to Ahlberg et al.[4]. Fyfe[S] in 1970 has used cubic 
splines for the smooth approximation of the solution of a general fourth order boundary value 
problem. We begin by the development of our main recursion formulas using quintic splines in 
the next section and show how these are used in producing full quintic spline smooth 
approximation of y(x) satisfying (1.1). 
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2.QUINTICSPLINESOLUTION 
We first introduce a finite set of grid points x,,, by dividing the interval [a, b] into (N + 1) 
equal parts. Here we assume that N 2 3 and 
b-a 
x,=a+mh,m=ql)N+l,h=N. (2.1) 
Also, let y(x) be the exact solution of the system (1.1) and Zi be an approximation to yi Zy(xi) 
obtained by the quintic spline Pi(x) passing through the points (xi, Zi) and (xi+,, Zi+r). Let US 
write Pi(x) in the form 
Pi(x)=ai(x-Xi)5+bi(X-Xi)4+Ci(X-Xi)3+d~(X-Xi)2+ei(x-Xi)+fi, i=O(l)iV. (2.2) 
The set of quintic polynomials, using a different polynomial in each subinterval [xi, xi+,] defines 
an approximate smooth solution of the system (1.1). We further require that the values of the 
slope, curvature, 3rd, and 4th order derivatives be the same for the pair of quintics that join at 
each point (xi, ri). We develop expressions for the six coefficients of (2.2) in terms of Zi, Zi+i, Mi, 
Mi+l, Si and Si+r where we write P;‘(x~) = Mj and P:“‘(xj) = $9 Xje[Xi, xi+r]. Using the six 
equations, namely 
(i) Pi(Xi) = Zi (ii) Pi(Xi+l) = Zi+l 
(iii) Pr(Xi) = Mi (iv) Pr(Xi+l) = Mi+l (2.3) 
(V) Pj4’(Xi) = Si (vi) P/4’(Xi+l) = Si+* 
we easily obtain via a long but straightforward calculation 
Ui = (St+, - Si)/(120h) 
bi = SJ24 
Ci = (Mi+l- Mi)/(bh) - h(Si+l + 2Si)/36 
di = Mi/2 (2.4) 
ei = (Zi+r - Zi>/h - h(Mi+r + 2Mi)/6 + h3(7Si+r  8Si)/360 
fi = Ziy i = O(1)N. 
We now invoke the condition that the slopes of the two quintic polynomials that join at (Xi, Zi) 
are the same. That is Pf-,(Xi) = Pi(Xi) which on using (2.2) and (2.4) yields 
Mi+l + 4Mi + Mi-I= 6(Zi+l- 2Zi+ Zi_l)/h’ + h2(7Si_1 + 16Si + 7Si_1)/60. (2.5) 
In an analogous manner we use the continuity of the third derivative at x = xi to derive 
Mi+, - 2Mi + Mi-1 = h*(Si+l + 4Si + Si_1)/6. (2.6) 
We also use the continuity of the 1st and 3rd derivatives at the points x = xi-1 and x = xi+1 to 
obtain 4 more relations similar to (2.5) and (2.6) respectively. These four relations in con- 
junction with (2.5) and (2.6) are used to eliminate the five quantities Mj, j = i - 2(l)i + 2 to 
obtain our main recursion formula, namely 
zi_2 - 4Zi-1+ 6Zi - 4Zi+l+ Zi+2 = (h4/120)[Si-2+ 26Si-r + 66Si + 26Si+l+ Si+d, (2.7) 
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i = 2(1)N - 1, where Si = -piZi + qi with pi z p(Xi) and qi z q(Xi). We omit the lengthy but 
elementary algebraic details of elimination process for brevity. The relation (2.7) gives (N - 2) 
linear algebraic equations in the unknowns Zi, i = l(l)N, since zo and @+I are given by the 
boundary conditions. We need two more equations, one at each end of the range of integration, for 
the direct determination of tie 
We now write (2.5) and (2.6) for i = 1, 2 and eliminate from these four relations Mr, M2, M3 
to obtain 
- 2zo + 5.~~ - 4,~ + z3 = -h2Mo + (h4/120)[18So + 6% + 26s~ + S,]. (2.8) 
Similarly (2.5) and (2.6) can be written for i = N - 1, N and from these four relations the 
elimination of MN-T, MN-l, MN yields 
ZN-~ - 4Z~_1+ SZpg - 2Z~+1 = -h*M~+l -I- (h4/120)[S,_2 + 26SN-1+ 65s~ + 18S~+r]. (2.9) 
The determination of z;, i = l( l)N, can now be effected by solving N linear algebraic equations 
given by (2.8), (2.7) and (2.9). The knowledge of Zi enables us to compute Si, i = O(l)N + 1, 
using (1.1). Subtract (2.6) from (2.5) to obtain 
Mi = (Zi+r - 2Zi + Zi_r)/h’- h2(Si+l + 8Si + Si-I)/1209 (2.10) 
i = l(l)N Thus (2.10) together with the boundary conditions MO = B, and MN+1 = B2 gives Mi, 
i = O(l)N + 1. Having computed Zi, Mi, Si for i = O(l)N + 1, we can now evaluate the 
coefficients of the quintic (2.2) as given by (2.4). We also obtain using (2.2) 
” = I 
ci, i = 0( l)N 
5h4aN +4h3bN + 3h2CN +2hdN + eN, i=N+l, (2.11) 
“’ rr ( 
6ci, i = O(l)N 
60h2aN + 24hbN + ~CN, i=N+l. (2.12) 
The approximation of y/@), p > 4 can be effected by overdifferentiation of the differential 
equation in (1.1). 
Finally the approximation of y(x) or its successive derivatives at points other than grid 
points will be carried out by evaluating or differentiating the appropriate quintic polynomial. 
3. CONVERGENCE OF QUINTIC SPLINE SOLUTION 
We first remark that the local truncation errors ti associated with the difference equations 
(2.8); (2.7), i = 2(1)N - 1; and (2.9) are respectively 
ti = -Ah6y’6’(ui), Xi-2 < Ui < Xi+27 i = 2( l)N - 1 
7 6 (6) -%h y (VN),XNq<VN<b, i=N. 
The error equation is obtains :d I in the usual manner in the form 
- 5 h6y@‘(ul), a < ul < x3, i=l 
(3.1) 
AE=T (3.2) 
where E = (ei), with ei = (yi - Zi) and T = (ti) are N-vectors and the matrix A = P2 + h4BF with 
P = (pii) SO that Pii = 2, pij = -1 for Ii - jl = 1 and pij = 0 otherwise. Here F = diag(pi) is a 
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diagonal matrix and B is a five band matrix given by 
65 26 1 
26 66 26 1 
1 26 66 26 1 
B=&, I 26 66 26 1 
. . . . . . . . . 
1 26 66 26 
1 26 65 
Note the vector Z = (zi) is obtained by solving the system of linear equations AZ = C where 
the vector C depends on the functions p(x), q(x) and the boundary conditions. The difference 
schemes (2.7)-(2.9) are consistent compact as possible in the sense of Kreiss[6], hence the 
convergence of the present method follows from the general theory of convergence given by 
Kriess. Thus z; + yi as h + 0. 
We can derive an error bound following the technique mployed by the author in Ref.[3]. 
We will not duplicate those details here. We remark that this method is a second order 
convergent process. In other words, we can establish an inequality of the form lIEI = max (ei( < 
Kh2 where the constant K is independent of the step-size h. The order of convergence will be 
confirmed in Section 5 by the numerical results presented there. 
4. SEXTIC SPLINE SOLUTION 
We now approximate y(x) satisfying (1.1) by a spline function of sixth order. This spline 
function s(x) can be written in the form of a sextic polynomial Q(x) in each subinterval [xi, 
Xixr] along with the requirement that s(x)&[a, b]. Let 
Q(X) = U,i(X - Xi)6 + bi(X - Xi)’ + Ci(X - Xi)4 + di(X -Xi)3 
+6?i(X-X~)2+fi(X-XJ+gir (4.1) 
i = O(1)N With the analogy of Section 2, we determine the seven coefficients of (4. I) in terms of 
zi, zi+r, Di, Mi, Mi+rSi, Si+r where these symbols have usual meanings and Di = Q:(Xj), Xje[Xi, 
Xi+r]. We thus have 
ai = (zi+r -zi)/(3h6)-Di/(3h5)-(M;+l +2Mi)/(18h4)+ (7Si+I + 8Si)/(1080h2) 
bi = -(Zi+l -zi)/hs+Di/h4+ (Mi+l+ 2Mi)/(6h3)-(4Si+l + llSi)/(36Oh) 
Ci = SJ24 (4.2) 
di = 5(zi+l- zi)/(3h3) - 5DJ(3h2) - (2Mi+l+ 13Mi)/(lBh) + h(Si+l - 4Si)/216 
ei = Mi/2, fi = DC, gi = Zi, i = O(l)iV. 
From the continuity of the lst, 3rd, and 5th derivatives at the point x = Xi we derive the 
relations respectively 
Di + Di-1 = 2(zi - zi-1)/h + h(Mi - Mi-I)/6 - h3(Si - Si-I)/3609 
Di + Di-1 = (Zi+l - zi)/h - h(2Mi+l+ 21Mi + 7Mi-I)/30 
+ h3(Si+1 - 9Si + 2Si-I)/3607 
Di + Di-I= (Zi+l - zi)/h - h(Mi+l + 3Mi + 2Mi-I)/6 
+ h3(4Si+I + 21Si + 5S’-r)/360. 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
(3.3) 
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From (4.3), (4.4) and (4.3), (4.5) we obtain on equating the right sides of the equality sign 
Zi+, - 2Zi + Zi-, = h’(M,+, + 13Mi + Mi_,)/lS - h4(Si+, - 8Si + Si-,)/360, 
Z,+, -2Zi + Z,-, = h*(M,+, +4Mi + M,-,)/6- h4(2S,+, 11s; + 2S’-,)/180. 
From (4.6) and (4.7) we deduce 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
h2Mi = (Zi+, - 2Zi + Zi-,)- h4(S,+, +28Si + Si-,)/360, (4.8) 
h4S, = 2O(Z,+, -22, + Z,-,)-2h*(Mi+, + 28Mi + M,-,)/3. (4.9) 
We now eliminate Mi, j = i - 1, i, i + 1, from (4.6) using (4.8) [or from (4.7) using (4.8)] to obtain 
the recurrence relation 
yi-2_4yi-, +6y, -4y,+, + y,+Z = (h4/360)[S,-Z + 56Si-, + 246Si + 56S,+, + S,+Z], (4.10) 
i = 2(l)N - 1, which gives (N - 2) equations in N unknowns Zi, i = l(1)N. Write (4.6) for i = 1 
and substitute M, and Mz using (4.8) to get the recurrence relation 
- 2zo + 52, - 422 + z3 = -h2Mo + (h4/360)[28S, + 245S, + 56S2 + S,]. (4.11) 
We similarly obtain (by writing (4.6) for i = N and on substituting MN and MN-1 from (4.8)) the 
relation 
ZN-~-~ZN-~ + SZN -2zN+1=- h*M~+1+ (h4/360)[SN_Z +56S,-, •t 245s~ •t 28S~+,]. (4.12) 
The determination ot Zi, i = l(l)N, is now effected by solving the system of linear equations 
(4.1 l), (4.10), (4.12). We can now compute Si, i = O(1)N + 1; Mi, i = l(l)N using (4.8) MO and 
MN+, being known from boundary conditions. Finally, Q = l(1)N + 1, can be evaluated using 
(4.3) with DO given by the formula 
&, = $5.5~~ + 9z, - 4.5~2 + z3 - (h4/280X8S, + 151S, + 52SZ - s,)]. (4.13) 
The derivatives yjm,, M = 0( 1)3, can be approximated as in Section 2 using (4.1) at any point 
in [a, b]. 
In actual computations we used (4.13) for N = 3, and for N > 3, we used 
4=~[-5.5Zo+9Z,-4.5Z~+Z3-h4~BW] (4.14) 
where (PO,. . . . ,./35) = l/33600 (937, 18240,5990, 140, -135,28). The derivation of (4.13) or (4.14) 
is carried out by usual standard Taylor Series method. 
We note that the truncation errors Ti associated with (4.10)-(4.12) are respectively 
Ti = 
- &h8Y”‘(W,), a < 0, < x3, i=l ) 
-$ijhsy@‘(oi), i = 2(I)N - 1, Xi-2 < O, <xi+29 (4.15) 
- &sy’8’(@.,), XN-2 < WN < b, i = N. 
With the analogy of Section 3, it can be proved that the method based on sextic spline function 
is a fourth order convergent process. The order of convergence will also be confirmed by the 
numerical results presented in the last section. 
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5. A SURVEY OF NUMERICAL RESULTS 
The following numerical examples are chosen for experimentation. 
Example 1. 
yc4’+xy=-(8+7x+x3)eX, O<x<l 
y(0) = y(l) = 0, y”(0) = 0, y”(1) = -4e 
with y(x) = x(1 -x)e’. 
Example 2. 
Y ~4’-xy=-(11+9x+xz-x3)eX, -l<x<l 
(-1) = y(1) = 0, ~“(-1) = 2/e, y”(1) = -6e with y(x) = (1 -x2)ex. 
All computations are performed in double precision arithmetic using an IBM 370 computer 
at the university of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada. The observed maximum errors in absolute 
value for Examples 1 and 2 are displayed in Table 1 based on quintic spline solution. 
We make two important observations from Table 1. One that the approximations to yi by 
quintic spline are marginally better than the approximations based on second order finite 
difference method of the author[3]. Second, that the entries of the Table 1 do confirm that 
quintic spline approximation is also a second order convergent process. We have thus verified 
as expected that 
max IyP) - zi(m)J <K,h2, m = 0( 1)4. 
The computation of derivatives of order greater than four can be best effected now by 
overdifferentiation of the differential equation in (1.1). For instance y”’ = -(piyf + plyi) + qi, 
i = 0( l)N + 1, hence approximation to yt5’ is 
yi”‘=-(piZ:+plZi)+q:, i=O(l)N+l, 
where Zi and z; are quintic spline approximations ( ee Table 2). 
Table 1. Observed maximum errors in absolute value in pi, i = O(l)4 
Example h Yi Y: Y: y:” yi’4’ 
1 2-2 
2-3 
2P 
2-S 
2P 
2 2-2 
2-3 
2P 
2-5 
2-6 
0.351 - 2t 0.118-l 
0.867 - 3 0.292 - 2 
0.216 - 3 0.726 - 3 
0.540-4 0.181- 3 
0.135-4 0.453 - 4 
0.378 - 1 
0.938 - 2 
0.235 - 2 
0.586 - 3 
0.147-3 
0.671- 1 
0.166- 1 
0.415 - 2 
0.104-2 
0.260 - 3 
0.332 - 1 
0.827 - 2 
0.209 - 2 
0.523 - 3 
0.131-3 
0.942 - 1 
0.234 - 1 
0.586 - 2 
0.146-2 
0.366-3 
0.167 0.194-2 
0.420 - 1 0.510-3 
0.105 - 1 0.127-3 
0.263 - 2 0.320 - 4 
0.658 - 3 0.800-5 
0.290 
0.729 - 1 
0.183- 1 
0.456 - 2 
0.114-2 
0.144- 1 
0.357-2 
0.908 - 3 
0.227 - 3 
0.567 - 4 
tNote that we write 0.351- 2 for 0.351 X lo-*. 
Table 2. Observed maximum errors in 
y/” based on overdifferentiation of (1.1) 
h Example 1 Example 2 
2P O.l18- 1 0.671- 1 
2-3 0.292 - 2 O.l6f- 1 
2-’ 0.726 - 3 0.415-2 
2-’ 0.181-3 0.104-2 
2-6 0.453 - 4 0.260 - 3 
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Table 3. Observed maximum erros in y,‘“‘, m = 0(1)4, based on sextic spline 
solution 
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h Pi Y: Y:’ y’y YY' 
2-= 0.205 - 4 0.832-4 0.192-3 0.173-2 0.113-4 
2-3 0.126-j 0.422 - 5 0.120-4 0.101-3 0.742 - 6 
2-4 0.787 - 7 0.263 - 6 0.759-6 0.643 - 5 0.462 - 7 
2-’ 0.491- 8 0.164-7 0.475 - 7 0.411 -6 0.290 - 8 
2-b 0.290 - 9 0.971-9 0.280 - 8 0.257 - 7 0.171-9 
2-l 0.258-9 0.825 - 9 0.253 - 8 0.113-7 0.150-9 
We now summarize the experimental results in Table 3 based on sextic spline solution (a 
fourth order convergent numerical process) for example 1 for brevity. 
The entries of column 2 in Table 3 indicate that solutions based on sextic spline are better 
than Runge-Kutta fourth order modified shooting technique and almost comparable to a fourth 
order finite difference method[3]. The entries in all columns of this table confirm (except where 
rounding errors are too significant) that 
max ly?)- zlrn)l < K,,,h4, m = 0(1)4. 
We recall that the other methods of solving (1.1) described in [3] do not provide approximations 
to the derivatives of y(x). 
We also remark that h-extrapolation technique could be used to push the accuracy of 
quintic and sextic spline solutions of (1.1) to O(h3) and o(h’) respectively. 
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